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To all chon it may concern:

-

Beit known that I, EUGENE MOREAU, of
the city and county of San Francisco, in the
State of California, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Button-Hole Sewing
Machines, which invention is fully set forthin
the following specification, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, in which
Figure 1 is a longitudinal vertical section in
the plane ac, Fig. 3. Fig. 2 is a transverse
vertical section in the plane a'a', Fig. 3. Fig.

3 is a plan or top view of the machine, the
cloth-plate and parts above it having been re
moved to expose the working mechanism be
low. Fig. 4 is a detached sectional plan view
of the parts giving motion to the button-hole
clamp. Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 are detached views
of the cams and their connections for produc
ing the longitudinal and side motions of the
button-hole clamp. Fig. 9 is a diagram illus

of the
A, and it supports the needle-bar
and
thecase
tension.

B, Figs. 1,11,12, and 13, represents theclamp,
which grasps the fabric and presents the slit
or aperture previously cut in it to the action of
the stitch-forming mechanism in a regular pro
gressive manner, step by step, until the entire
length of said slit has been brought beneath
the needle, beginning at the point, running
along one side thereof, then around its head or

eye,
and finally back on the other side to the
starting-point.
The clamp B, is secured to a carriage, C, by
means of a screw, f", Figs. 3 and 11, and re

ceives the required movements by a series of

cams,
DDDD",
(seetoFigs.
2,3,4,5,6,7,
8,)
which
are secured
a horizontal
shaft,and
E,

with which they rotate. These cams act on a

set of sliding standards, F. F. FF, one to
each cam, and an intermittent rotary motion
is imparted to the shaft E and its cams D D
DD by an eccentric, G, Fig. 1, rod G', feed
collar H, and its feed-dogs H. H., (best seen in
Fig. 2*,) said feed-collar with its feed-dogs be
ing constructed on the principle of the ordi
nary feed-wheel used in sewing-machines. The
end of the rod G' is forked, (see Fig. 1.) and

trating the movements of the button-hole.
clamp beneath the needle. Fig. 10 is a dia
gram illustrating the movements of the nee
dle-actuating mechanism. Fig. 11 is a longi
tudinal vertical section of the button-hole
clamp and carriage to which the same is at
tached, on a larger seale than the previous
figures. Fig. 12 is a transverse section of the it embraces and slides upon a roller on the
same in the plane if y, Fig. 11. Fig. 13 is a
end of an arm, 2, Figs, 1, 2, and 2*, which
top view of that portion of the button-hole projects
from a rock-shaft, Z. (Best seen in
clamp situated in front of the line y y, Fig.11.
Fig. 14 is a top view of the stationary needle Figs. 2 and 2".) A lever, Z, which extends
plate and the transversely-sliding throat-plate. from this rock-shaft through the side of the
Fig. 15 is a top view of a part of the shuttle case A, serves to turn the same so as to raise
or lower the forked end of the eccentric-rod
race and button-hole gages attached to it, with G'.
From the end of this rod rises a pin, g,
the mechanism for operating them.
My invention relates to certain improve which engages with a toe, h, Figs. 12, 2*, and
ments in that class of sewing-machines chiefly 4, projecting from the feed-collar H, at each
motion of said rod, provided the
designed for embroidering and stitching but backward
rock - shaft Z has been turned so as to re
ton-holes, as hereinafter more fully explained. tain
the rod G' in its elevated position. By
In the drawings, the letter. A designates the
box or case inclosing the working mechanism these means the feed-collar, which is loose on
of my sewing-lnachine, and affording the proper the shaft E", receives a forward motion by
support and bearings for the various parts. it each stroke of the rod G, and this motion is
is provided with a top plate or cover, A, which communicated to the shaft E by the feed-dogs
protects the parts within said case, and consti HH, which gripe the riml, projecting from
the side of the cam D. The backward move
tutes the cloth-plate or supporting-Surface for ment
the feed-collar H is produced by the
the work to be sewed. The curved stationary coiledofspring
h’, Fig. 2, which is secured at

arm or goose-neck A is secured to the top of
fixed pointy, and at the other.
a standard, A', which rises from the bottom toonetheendpinto h,theprojecting
from the collar, and
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when this motion takes place the feed-dogs H
H slip upon the rim h and impart no motion
to the cam-shaft E. When the rod G is ele
vated therefor, the eam-shaft E receives an

tion of the slide Y. This lever extends out

through the side of the case A, so that it can
be readily operated whenever it may be de

sirable to change the feed-motion of the cam
shaft E.
intermittent rotary motion.
The eccentric G is firmly mounted on the
The lever Z, which governs the position of main
N, Figs. 1 and 3, which receives
the rock-shaft Z and rod G', is provided with motionshaft
by a belt and pulley, N, Fig. 3, or any
an arm or catch, 2’, Figs. 2 and 3, which bears equivalent
means. On one end of this shaft
against the circumference of a disk, d, that is is firmly mounted
crank, M, which connects,
secured on the cam-shaft E, said arm being held by means of a rod,a m,
arm m”, with a ver
in contact with said disk by the gravity of the tical rock-shaft, M, and
from
which motion is
lever Z, assisted by a spring, 2', which is se transmitted to the shuttle-carrier
by means
cured at one end to the arm 2 and at the other of a lever, M. On the opposite mend
of the
to the case A, Fig.1. The disk disprovided with shaft N is secured a crank, P, which imparts
a notch or recess, d', Fig. 2, and when the cam a vibratory motion to a curved lever R, which
shaft has turned far enough to bring this re swings on a pivot, Q, secured in the arm or
cess opposite to the catch a this catch falls goose-neck A, and is connected by a link, r,
in, the rock-shaft Z turns, the rod G' is low Fig. 2, to the needle-bar R.
ered, and the motion of the cam-shaft E is The connection between the crank P and le
stopped.
Ris effected by a pitman, S, and two links,
In order to start the motion of the cam-shaft, ver
SS, one of which is attached to the standard
the lever Z is raised against the action of its A
a pivot, s, while the other is secured to
spring 2', causing the ping of the rod G' to act thebylever
R by a pivot, s. The continuous
on the toeh of the feed-collar, and after the cam

rotation of the shaft N thus produces a hori
Zontal reciprocating motion of the shuttle and
a vertical reciprocating motion of the needle.
The
of the needle, however, is irregu
pleted a full revolution, when the catch 2* lar, asmotion
will
be
understood from the dia
again drops into the recess d9 of the disk di. gram, Fig. 10.readily
crank P rotates in the
The stop-lever and its catch also act to hold direction of the The
arrow,
when it arrives in
the caim in position with reference to the other the position 1 the links and
SS, being connected
moving parts of the machine and prevent them to the crank P by pitman
brought in a
being accidentally thrown out of time, as they right line, and the lever RS,isare
caused
to swing
gait only begin their rotary movement when back to the extreme point of its motion,
and
the stop-lever Z is raised to liberate the catch consequently the needle reaches the lowest
a from the recess in the disk d, and this can point of its motion.
not be done without raising the arm e and As the motion of the crank progresses the
throwing the ping on the rod G' into action. pivot
s', which connects the links S. S., is
The amount of the feed-motion imparted to brought
in the position shown in dotted lines
the cam-shaft E for each stroke of the eccen in Fig. 10,
the needle is caused to move
tric-rod G' is controlled by the following means: up a short and
distance;
when the crank P
From the feed-collar H extends a pin, h, reaches the position 2 and
the
needle
is again de
- through a slotted plate, y, which is secure pressed to its lowest position. The
to a slide, Y, which is adapted to move back of this intermediate upward movementpurpose
of the
and forth on a bracket, A, firmly secured to needle is to form a loop on the needle-thread
the end of the case A. (See Figs. 1 and 2".) for the passage of the shuttle, and I am well
A lever, Y, serves to adjust the slide Y' with aware that numerous devices have been used
the slotted platey. . This' lever, turns on a and proposed for the purpose of producing
pivot, y, secured in the bracket A', and it en this effect in shuttle sewing-machines; but
gages with a slot in the slide Y by means of I have found that by the combination of the
a piny, projecting from its under side. (See pitman S and links S S with the crank P and
Figs. 2 and 3.) By the action of the spring
needle-lever R the needle-bar can be run
h, Figs, 1 and 2", the feed-collar His turned the
with
great rapidity without danger of causing
until the pinh strikes the inner edge of the an objectionable
noise or trembling of the
slot in the plate y', and if the slide Y is moved machine and without
an undue strain. On the
outward in the direction of the arrow shown working parts.
on it in Figs. 1 and 2* the feed-collar is turned The main shaft N is geared by a pinion, N,
so as to throw the toeh back away from the and cog-wheel T with a shaft, T, Fig. 3, which
ping in the rod G', and by moving the slide carries two cams. U V, the former of which
Yinwardly the toe his caused to move toward serves to impart motion to the oscillating
the ping by the action of the spring h°. If frame
while the latter controls the motion
toe h is moved back, the motion imparted to it of the W,
take-up
lever T, as will be hereinafter
by the action of the ping on the rod G is de more fully explained.
creased, and vice versa, and the amount of The material containing a slit which is to
motion imparted to the cam-shaft E for each beformed into a button-hole is adjusted in the
stroke of the rod G can thus be regulated by clamp B by means of a gage, I, which is situ

shaft E has been propelled one step the catch
a bears against the full portion of the disk d,
and the cam-shaft is turned until it has com

moving the lever Y, which controls the posi
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ated
beneath an opening in the le hilate A',
and which can be raised and lowerred by means

of a lever, K, rod k, rock-shaft. L, and arm l.
(See Figs. 1,3, and 11.) When the gage is
raised it projects up into the clamp B, so that

3.

R the rollers if being so situated as to run

incontact with any one of the first eight steps
of the corresponding cams, while the rollers
fi are in such a position on their respective
standards
that they bear against the corre
' sponding one of the second series of steps on
the appropriate cam. For example, the front
roller if on one of the standards being in con
tact with the first step of its cam, the other
roller, f, on the inner part of the same stand

the slit in the material can be placed on said.
gage, and after the material has thus been ad
justed in the proper position the camp is
closed and the gage is dropped.
The exanaple shown in the drawing illus
trates a machine constructed for sewing eight aird must be in line with the ninth step, which
different
of button
holes, and
have3 is the first of the second series on the same
therefore sizes
provided
eight tongues
(see Figs.
and, since these rollers are positively
and 15) corresponding to these eight different cam;
fixed upon their standard, the form of the
sizes. This gage is secured to a slide, I', which ninth step must be the counterpart of that of
moves in a suitable guide, I, Fig. 15, secured the first step, and so on for each succeeding
to the outside of the shuttle-race, and provided step of the series, in order to keep both roller's
with a groove or recess to engage with an arm, in contact with their cam, and to render the
k, which extends from a vertical shaft, K. novements of the standards, and of the parts
This shaft rises above the cloth-plate, and to connected with and operated by thein, posi
its upper end is firmly secured a lever, K, tive in either direction.
which moves over a suitable scale, indicating The calms D ) )* D' serve to impart the
the size of the button-hole to which the ma requisite movements to the carriage C, which
chine is to be adjusted. In order to accom supports the button-hole clamp B, so as to
plish this object, the cams DD1 DD9 are each cause the needle to descend alternately through
composed of a graduated series of faces or the slit in the fabric, and then through the
steps, sixteen in number, the first eight of each
itself close to the edge of the slit, while
series corresponding in form and number to fabric
the fabric advances and then recedes until
the size and number of button-holes the ma the stitches are laid all round the edges of the
chine is adapted to work, while the second slit, as will be presently more fully explained.
eight in each series insure the correct opera The carriage C consists of an - shaped
tion of the first eight, as will be hereinafter piece, (see Fig. 11), which moves smoothly
more fully explained. For instance, if the within the slide C, and is provided in its Yer
largest button-hole to be made is one and tical
with a screw-hole to receive the
three-eighths of an inch in length, the first screwarm
f,
which
the clamp to it, as
steps in each of the cams must be so shaped already explained.fastens
It
has
motion of
that they impart to those portions of the itself except in a direction noatdirect
right alagles to
mechanism actuated by them the necessary the cam-shaft E, the remaining motions re
amount of motion for this size button-hole. quired
to properly feed the button-hole clamp
The second steps in each of the cams' corre being inparted
to the slide C. This slide is
spondso toon.the next smaller-size button-hole, made in the form of a cross, (see Figs. 3, 4,
and
11,) with a horizontal arm, c, at right all
For the purpose of setting the cams to cor and
gles to the part supporting the carriage C,
respond to the size of the button-hole to be and this arm fits into a flanged bar, C', to
sewed, the shaft E, on which they are mounted, which a reciprocating motion is in parted, as
is adapted to slide in the direction of its length, will be hereinafter explained, and which is
its bearing at one end being in a box, D, guided between lugs a, a projecting from a
Fig. 15, and on its opposite end on a pin, e, fixed brace, A, that extends across the case
Fig. 2, which is secured in the side of the A. The horizontal arm c of the slide C is
case A, and enters a socket bored for its re arranged
to move witlin or upon the flanged
ception in the shaft E. (Best seen in Fig. 4.) bar C, sometimes with the same and at other
The box D is adapted to slide on its support. times independently of it, in a direction at
d. Figs, 2 and 15, and it is connected to an arm, right augles to the carriage C, imparting to
d, which extends from the vertical rock-shaft said carriage a movement parallel to the calin
K. By moving the lever K, therefore, which
E.
serves to adjust the gage-slide I, the can shaft
The
imovement of the flanged
shaft E is adjusted to bring those steps of the bar, C reciprocating
between
the
lugs
is produced by
cams in operation which correspond to the the calm U (see Figs. 3, a4, aand
5,) said can
size of the button-hole to be sewed, while at being provided with a groove, which
the same time the gages I are noved, so that With all arm, U", extendling from a engages
by the action
ofdesired
the lever
Kof the
gage corre shaft, U'. To the upper end of thisvertical
rock
sponding
to
the
size
the
putton-hole
shaft is secured a curved arm, u, which ex
is raised.

By referring to Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 it
Will be seen that each of the slidiing standards
FFF Fis provided with two rollers, if f',
one on each side of each of the cams D li),

tends through the end w” of a pitman, W, the

opposite end of which is coulnected to the os
cillating frane W by a pivot, iv. The end oc'
of the pitinal W' can be made to slide in or
out on the ai'in at by lineans of a bell-crank

4
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lever, X, which has its fulcrum on a pin se IF. The face of the cam ID is composed of a
cured in a bracket, A, Fig. 1, and thereby series of graduated steps of eccentric form,
the
throw of the oscillating frame W can be eight in number, corresponding to the number
increased or diminished.

of button-holes the machine is designed to
The frame Wis provided with gudgeons ac, work, and also of a second series of the same

(see Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6,) which turnin brackets number, and of such form that the secondroiler,
f,
of the standard F will run in close contact
with any one of the second series of steps when

ac, projecting from the inside of the case A,
and it forms two pairs of bearings, at v, for
two sliding rods, w° 0', situated one above the
other, as shown in Figs. 1 and 5. The lower
slide w carries a stud, d", which extends
through one end of a lever, D', which has its
fulcrum on a pivot, d, secured in the sliding
standard F, Fig. 5, and the opposite end of
which is connected by a pivot, d, with the
flanged bar C°. As the cam D revolves the
slide w', being connected to the sliding stand
ard F, is caused to move in its bearings; and
whenever the pivot d comes in line with the
gudgeons w, or with the axis of the oscillating
frame W, it turns in the end of the lever D
without imparting any motion to it, while the
motion of the lever D° increases the farther

the pivot d is moved away from the axis of

the frame W.

The independent movement of the carriage
C, supporting the button-hole clamp, is gov

erned chiefly by the cam D and the upper
slide act in the oscillating frame W in the foll
lowing manner: The slide av° connects by a
pivot, ac', with a side, E°, which moves in a
flanged bar, 6', and connects by a pivot, e,
with a bell-crank lever, F. This bell-crank
lever has its fulcrum on a pivot, f', and it con
nects by a pivot, f, with a strap that em
braces a pin, f', projecting from the side of
the carriage C. The flauged guide-bar e is
secured to the sliding standard F, willich is
exposed to the action of the cam D. (See
Figs. 4 and 6.) This cam is so formed that
during the largest portion of its revolution
the pivot ac' is in line with the axis w w of
the oscillating frame W, and consequently
no motion is imparted to the slide E', bell
crank iever F, and carriage C; but when the
said calm arrives in the position shown in Fig.

6, or in the position just reverse from that,
the slide w is moved so as to throw the pivot
'u' on one side or on the other of the axis at

the first roller, f, is in contact with the corre.
sponding step of the first series. For instance,
if the roller fis being actuated by the first step
of the cam D', which is the largest one of the
series, then the ninth step, or the first one of
the second series, must be engaged with the
second roller, f, and so on for each succeeding
step of the series, in order that the first roller,
f, may be properly held against the surface of
the can to receive its motion. Instead ofusing
two series of steps in the several cams and two
rollers in the several standards, however, a
single series of steps and a single roller may
be used, said roller being held in contact with
the desired step by means of a spring; but I
prefer to use two rollers, as described, so as to
give apositive motion to the standards in either
direction, and tofacilitate the operation of mov.
ing the cam-shaftEin the directionofits length.
The fourth cam, D', Figs. 4 and 8, operates
the sliding wedge E, and imparts to the same
at the proper time a short longitudinal nove
ment, first in one direction, or forward, then
in a reverse direction, or backward, equal to
twice the length of the forward movement, and
then forward again to the starting-point, which
is the position shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This
wedge Ereciprocates with the flanged bar C°,
and it is fires to slide between the lugs f of the
standard F8; and as the face of the can D: is
of a circular form, except for a small portion
of its circumference, the wedge E has no mo
tion imparted to it by the calm. Dalnd stand
ard E while the roller f of the standard is

running in contact with the circular portion

of the can; but it serves only to connect the
slide e and flanged bar C’ together. When
the motion of the fanged baris about to cease,
however, which takes place when the cam D
throws the pivot d", connecting the levers D°
with the slide ac, in line with the axis oc wof
the oscillating frameW, the cam D' moves the
wedge E a certain distance, causing it to slide
within the lugs et of the bar C and the lugs
el6 on the top of the slide c, and to move said
slide, together with the carriage C, in a lateral
direction on the bar C°, first to one side of its
central position, then back again and to the
opposite side an equal distance, and finally
back to its first position.
By the combined action of the cams D D
ID' D', as above described, the proper feeding
movements are imparted to the claimp B, caus
ing the button-hole held in the clamp to be
presented in the required manner to the needle.
In order to show more clearly the purpose
of these several motions, and the manner in

w° of the oscillating frame, and during the
short time the cam occupies such positions
the carriage C receives a short reciprocating
motion in a direction at right angles to the
cam-shaft E.
The third cam, D°, Figs. 4 and 7, acts to im
part to its sliding standard F an intermittent
motion at right angles to the calm-sihaft E, first
in one direction, or forward, and then in the
opposite direction, or back again to the start
ing-point. This sliding standard supports the
fulcrum f° of the bell-crank lever F, and its
motion is transmitted to this bell-crank lever
and also to the carriage C, which is attacled
thereto, the pivot e', which forms the connec
tion between the bell-crank lever and the slide
E", being secured in a strap which is adapted ELE the button-hole clamp and
to follow the motions of the sliding standard its
carrist; the diagrain, Fig. 9, is introduced

|
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in the drawings, in which the brokei lihey a

represents a vertical plane extending through
the needle, and, in a longitudinal direction,
through the center of the clamp, coinciding
with the slit of the button-hole at the time the
needle enters said slit. The radiating lines
around the button-hole indicate the position
of the stitches, Since the needle has no mo
tion besides its up-and-down motion in a ver
tical plane, a lateral movement must be im
parted to the clamp B, in order to cause the
needle to enter the material at a distance from
the edge of the button-hole, and then the clamp
must be moved back again to allow the needle
to pass down through the slit. At the same
time the clamp must have a progressive mo
tion in the direction of line y 2, to cause the
stitches to belaid side by side in a regularman
ner along and around the edge of the button
hole. At the beginning the clamp is so situ
ated that the needle passes down through the
cloth in front of the slit, and when the feed
cam begins to act the clamp is moved forward,
and the needle passes down through the slit
at the point a, Fig. 9; and as the shuttle passes
through the loop of the needle-thread aid the
needle ascends the shuttle-thread is carried
up through the slit, the clamp is moved for
ward by the cam D', and the needle passes
down a second time through the slit, the shut
tle passing again through the needle-loop, af.

5

space the stitches; the lateral reciprocating
movement of the fanged bar C, to cause the
needle to pass alternately through the slit and
then through the material; and the side mu
tion of the clamp-carriage, produced by the
wedge E. When the point u in the eye is
reached, the wedge begins to recede causing

the clamp to move laterally toward the axis 9
a until the head of the eye is reached. At
this point the stitches are laid at right angles
to those upon the side of the button-hole, and
the motion of the flanged bar C°is stopped by
the action of the cam D, throwing the pivot
d', Fig.5, in line with the axis coof the oscil
lating frame W. At the same time the bell
crank lever F, Fig, 4, is brought in full play,
imparting to the clamp-carriage a reciprocat
ing movement in the direction of the axis y 2,

and causing the needle to pass down through
the eye of the button-hole and then through
the material near its head. At this point the
standard E° of the cam D has completed its
inward stroke, and it begins to return, so as
to draw the clamp-carriage back and to pre
sent the opposite side of the button-hole to
the needle.
The wedge E. continues its backward mo
tion, causing the clamp-carriage to move away

from the axisy e, Fig. 9, toward the point tof
the eye, and after this point has been passed
the Wedge El advances until the straight por

tion of the button-hole is reached. At this
whichcarried
theneedlerises,
andthe
theslit.
shuttle-thread
the motion of the wedge E stops, and
isteragain
up through
The clamp point
flanged bar C° acts alone to move the car
is again moved forward by the cam D', and a the
laterally toward and from the axisy 2. .
lateral movement is given to it by the action riage
The
clamp
is moved in the direction of arrow
of the cam U, which makes only one revolution
and, by the combined action of the lever
to three of the main shaft, or to three up-and wi,
sliding standard F, Fig. 4, the stitches
down strokes of the needle, so that the needle D5 and
laid regularly until the end of the button
at its subsequent descent passes down through are
hole is reached. At this point the reciprocat
the material, and on its next ascent it carries ing
of the bell-cranklever Fis brought
the shuttle-thread up through the material, so againaction
into play, the action of the flanged bar
that two loops of the shuttle-thread lie below C being
momentarily arrested while the
and the third above the materia, their ends

are laid in line with the axis y 2, until
being
drawn together at the E. the slit, . stitches
point is reached where the sewing of the
while the needle-thread lies in a straight liné the
had been commenced.
along the edge of the slit, locking the icops of button-hole
From this explanation it will be seen that
the shuttle-thread.
required reciprocating movements of the
As the clamp moves in the direction of arrow the
clamp-carriage are produced by the cam U,

w the next stitch is formed in the sane man
ner as above described. The two movements
of the clamp required for the formation of each
stitch are produced by the oscillating frame
W and the cam D. until the point v, Fig. 9, is
reached, where the circular eye of the button
hole commerces. At this point it is evident
that an additional lateral movementis required
in order to lay the stitches around the curve
at the proper distance from the axis a 2, and

this object is effected by the wedge E, which,
being operated by the cam D', imparts to the

clamp-carriage and to the clamp a motion in a
lateral direction to a distance equal to the

radius of the eye of the button-hole, the center
of which is situated in the line ye. At this

portion of the button-hole, therefore, the clamp
receives three movements viz, the progress

ive movement, produced by the caim D', to

the oscillating frame W, and the levers Dand
F, and that these parts are thrown into and
out
of action by the cams DD; also, that the
cam D produces a longitudinal progressive
movement of the clamp, and governs its length
of travel, and consequently the length of the
button-hole; and that thefourth cam,D, gives a
side motion to the clamp-carriage by the action
of the wedge El upon the slide c, so as to shape
the circular portion of the eye of the button
hole. By moving the lever X, Fig. 4, the
throw of the oscillating frame W, and conse
quently the movements of the several parts
connected to said frame, can be regulated.
In forming the stitches and in tightening
the same at the proper times, as above stated,
the take-up lever T forms an essential ele
ment. This take-up lever is pivoted to the
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goose-neck A, (see Fig. 1) and it is operated
by the cam V, Figs. 1 and 3, through the .ne
mium of the curved arm T, rock-shaft T, le.
ver T, and connecting-rod T, the cam V be
ing mounted on the secondary shaft T, as al

ready stated.
By the action of the take-up lever the nee
dle-thread is alternately slackened as the nec

dle descends to form a loop beneath the cloth
for the passage of the shuttle, and then tight
ened as the needle rises, so as to draw up the
shuttle - thread. Said calm is provided with
three spurs, Fig. 1, and three intermediate de
pressed faces, and so timed with respect to the
needle-actuating mechanism that the spurs
raise the take-up lever at each ascent of the
needle, and allow it to drop each time the nee
dile descrlds, and thereby the needle-thread is
kept in a state of tension as the two threads
interlock on the edge of the button-hole, and
it is caused to lie in a straight line along the

For the purpose of operating my machine
the following directions will be sufficient:
The setting-lever K, Fig.15, is moved to bring
its end at the mark or figure designating the
size of the button-hole to be worked, for the
purpose
of bringing the gage of that size into
position, and of moving the corresponding
steps or faces of the cans D DD3 into place.
The clarap-lever B is then drawn forward,
the jaw of the clamp is raised and held up
by the action of the spring b', Fig. 11, the
throat-plate his drawn back by the handle
B, Fig. 1, and the appropriate gage I is
thrown up by moving the ever K. The slit
previously cut of the proper size in the mate
rial is then placed over the gage I, the upper
jaw of the clamp is brought down and pressed
against the surface of the material by means
of the clamp-lever B, the gage I is drawn
down by the reverse movement of the lever
K?, and the throat-plate l' is pushed forward
to its working position. By these successive .
operations the button-hole slit is accurately
adjusted in the clamp and the successive op
eration of the machine is rendered independ
ent of any skill of the person operating it.
When the main shaft N is set in motion, and

edge of the slit in the form of a cord, with the
foops of the shuttle-thread coiled round it.
Furthermore, by the action of the cam V, one
out of three of the loops of the shuttle-thread
is drawn up through the material as the nee
dle rises, and is laid upon the cloth and drawn
to the edge of the button-hole as the lateral the stop-lever Z, Fig. 1, is raised to liberate

movement of the cloth takes place.
The clamp which holds and presents the
material to be sewed to the needle is shown
in Figs, 1, 11, 12, and 13. It is secured to the
upright standard of the clamp - carriage C,
which standard noves in an opening of the
proper size in the top plate of the case. It
cousists of a bottom plate, b", provided with
two side flanges or ears, b, which form the
bearings for the pivots b” of a jaw, b, and also
for a rock-shaft, b, carrying an eccentric, b,
from which extends the handle B. This ec
centric acts on spring l°, so as to hold the
jaw b down with a yielding pressure. When
the eccentic is turned in the direction of ar

row 1, Fig. 11, the jaw b swings open by the
action of a spring, b. Said jaw is provided
with downwardly-curved arms b, between
which is situated a slotted plate, B, which
swings on pivots bi fastened in said arms,

the cars iD DID D° and to throw the eccen

tric-rod G' into action, the clamp moves be

neath the needle in a regular manner, as above
presents the material to the action of the
stitching mechanism until the button-hole is
finished and the clamp has returned to the .
positio, whence it started. At this moment
the cam-shaft E has made an entire revolu
tion, the catch 2, Fig. 3, of the stop-lever Z.

described, longitudinally and laterally, and

drops in gear with the rim d, the eccentric
rod
G' is thrown out of action, and the motion
of the feed-cams is arrested.
What I claim as new, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent, is- .
1. The combination, with the stitch-forming
mechanism of a sewing-machine, of a take-up
lever and a cam, V, adapted to hold the nee
dle-thread at periods of varying lengths at
regular intervals, substantially as described.
2. In a button-hole sewing-machine, the

Figs. 12 and 13. This slotted plate forms the
guide for a throat-piece, b, (see Figs. 11 and combination of clamp B, carriage C, the series
13,) which is provided with an aperture, b, of sliding standards, and the series of cams
upon said standards through inter
for the passage of the needle, and with a slit, operating
devices, substantially as and for the
l, which allows the thread to pass when the mediate
-throat-piece is drawn back by the rod B° at purpose set forth.
combination, with a holder or clamp,
the completion of a button-hole, and when the B,3.ofThe
an oscillating frame, W, having sliding
material is to be readjusted in the clamp for
rods
WW,
leyers D F, connecting mech
the sewing of the next button-hole.
substantially as described, and devices
The office of the throat-plate b° is to afford a. anism,
bearing and holding surface immediately about by means of which oscillatory motion is com
municated to said frame, substantially as and
the needle, and to strip the material from the for
purpose set forth.
needle as the latter rises. It is held in its 4.the
The combination, with the clamp-carriage
proper position for the passage of the needle
of mechanism for producing a lateral recip
by the rod B°, and said rod is itself held by a C,
sliding catch, B, Fig. 1, in order that it may rocation of said clamp-carriage, the same eon

of slide c C, flan ged bar C°, wedge
move laterally to permit the lateral movement sisting
of plate b, for the purpose hereinbefore then E, lever 5, oscillating frame W, sliding

tioned.

standard F, and mechanism, substaitially as
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specified, for reciprocating said standard, sub5. The combination, with the clamp-carriage
C, bell-crank lever F, oscillating frameW,
flanged plate e, slide E', connected with said
bell-crank lever, sliding standard F, cam D',
and mechanism, substantially as described, for
inaparting motion to said can and oscillating
said frame W, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.
6. The combination, with the clamp or holder
B, of a flanged bar C, slide C, carriage C,
cam D', sliding standard F, and the sliding
wedge E. for imparting to the clamp a side
movement, substantially as shown.
7. The combination, with the cam-shaft E
and
eccentric G, of the forked connecting-rod
G", provided with the projecting ping, the
loose collar H, toeh, feed-dogs HH', can D,
having the rim h, and a suitable device for
producing the backward motion of the said
loose collar H, substantially as described.
8. The combination, with the cam-shaft E
and eccentric G, of the rod G', having a strap
surrounding said eccentric, and provided with
a pin, g, loose collar H, provided with toe h,
feed-dogs H. H., pin h", slotted plate y, lever
Y, and a suitable device for producing the
backward movement of the loose collar H,
substantially as described.
stantially as described.

9. The coabination, with cam-shaft E and
eccentric G, of the forked connecting-rod G',
suitably connected with said eccentric at one
end, and provided with the toeg at its forked
end, of the feeding devices operated by said
rod, the arm Z, extending outward through

case A, attached to a rock-shaft, Z, from
which projects an arm, e, having a Wrist-pin
projecting into the fork of said connecting-rod,
the catch-arm 2, projeeting at right angles
from
the arm Z, and the notched disk d, as
set forth.
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10. The combination, with the clamp or
holder B, of the gage I, having a series of
tongues adapted to different lengths of but
ton-holes, and a device for raising and lower

ing said gage, as desired, substantially as de

scribed.

1:... The Combination, with the stitch-form
ing devices of a button-hole sewing-machine,
of a reciprocating fabric-clamp, a longitudi
nally-adjustable shaft, having mounted thereon
a series of cams and intermediate devices,
through which motion is communicated there

from to said clamp, whereby the machine can
be adapted to stitch button-holes of different
lengths, substantially as set forth.
12. The combination, with a clamp or holder,
B, and with a sliding shaft, E, carrying a series
of graduated cams, of a series of gages, I,
mounted on a slide, and a lever, K, which con
nects with the cam-shaft and with the gage
slide, substantially as and for the purpose de
Scribed.
13. The combination, with the cloth-clamp B,
carriage C, and the series of graduated cams
D, of the sliding standard F and connecting
devices, substantially as described, whereby
the proper progressive reciprocating motion
is imparted to said clamp, essentially as set
forth.
14. The combination, with the needle-bar
R", of the arm R, links SS, pitman S, crank
P, and suitable devices for operating said
crank, substantially as set forth.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing I
have hereunto set my hand and seal this 29
day of May, 1877.

EUGENE MOREAU. L. s.
Witnesses:

C. W. M. SMITH,

EDWARDE. OSBORN.

